
An exciting sleepless night.

Emma couldn’t sleep again, just like every single night of her life. She 
was roaming the halls of the castle where she lives, and thought, this is 
so boring, it’s the same thing every single night. I wish I wasn’t so 
alone.

Everyone else in the castle was asleep, as always.

Let’s stretch my wings, she thought, hopefully something exciting will 
happen.

She jumped out of the window, into the night sky. The sound of her 
wings swishing in the air was soothing to her. It was almost hypnotising.

Emma flew high in the air for a while, listening to the meditative sound 
of her wings swooshing in the air, and the wind whispering in her ears. 
She was enjoying the moment, but wasn’t paying attention to where she 
was going.

Hmmm, I flew pretty far this time. I can’t really see where I am because
of these darn clouds.

Suddenly she heard a loud buzzing sound nearby, and it was coming 
closer by the second.

What is that sound? I can’t see a thing, she wondered.

BOING!

A small red creature popped out of a cloud, and flew right into her. They 
tumbled down through the sky together, very fast, while the red creature 
called her names.
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“You blind bird! You dummy, flying without looking where you are 
going! You’re ugly too!” The creature cursed. Then found it’s balance and
flew off into the night.

Emma, still very confused about what happened, and shocked at the 
insults, was still falling towards the ground very fast.

Oh no! I have to find my balance to make sure I don’t crash! She 
thought to herself, while focussing on not hitting the ground. But it was 
coming closer, and closer so Emma closed her eyes and braced herself 
for impact while trying to fly up again with all her might.

After a few seconds she opened her eyes, and saw that she made it! She 
was back up in the air flying properly again.

Oh my gosh! What a scare! I thought I was gonna smash the ground 
for sure. And what was that thing that crashed into me and why was it 
so nasty? I was looking for excitement, but not this much excitement! 
She told herself. 

Emma looked around, and realized she had no idea where she was. She 
saw lights in the horizon that seemed to come from a village. She 
instantly forgot about the nasty creature, even though her heart was still 
pounding in her chest from the scare.

I feel super awake after all that excitement, let’s investigate this strange
place. Hopefully everyone will be sleeping so they won’t notice me, she 
thought.

Unbeknownst to Emma, she was flying straight to Chargieville where 
everyone was indeed asleep. Or were they?

Emma curiously flew around the quaint neighborhood and saw high 
buildings on one side, and adorable cottages on the other side. The dimly
lit streets seemed like a maze and she was happy she could fly above it. 
She knew she would definitely get lost walking around down there.
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It was a dark and cloudy night so she had to fly lower and closer to the 
houses to be able to see better. As she flew farther down, she noticed an 
open window on one of the cottages. Curiosity got the best of her, and 
she flew right to it.

Looking through the window, she saw a large, furry green monster laying
in bed, sleeping, with a little cat rolled up next to him. She tried to land 
without making a sound, but didn’t succeed. The cat spotted her, got 
startled, and quickly jumped up!

The sudden movement of the cat woke up the large, green monster. He 
sat straight up and stared right at Emma.

Emma froze in shock.

The large, green monster and Emma looked each other straight in the 
eye for a solid 2 minutes, which seemed to last forever.

Suddenly, Emma felt something slimy touch her and she broke eye 
contact with the green monster to see what was touching her.

A tiny, slimy, blue and purple snail-like creature was touching her with 
it’s yucky, clammy paw.

As soon as Emma looked at it, the creature quickly retracted it’s arm, put
its paws before its eyes, and whispered, “Nonononono!”

Before she knew if she was feeling scared or repulsed, Emma slipped and
fell out of the window. Luckily the grass in front of the house broke her 
fall so she didn’t hurt herself when she landed.  She stood up and quickly
ran away from the house.

When she looked around she noticed a small light coming from a 
window across the street. Even though she was still a little freaked out 
about what happened with the large, green monster and the slimy little 
creature, she couldn’t stop her curiosity. She went across the street to 
check it out. 
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She was starting to doubt if she was even awake, or if this was all a very 
strange dream. She decided it was probably a dream, and now she 
wanted to know how it would end. 

As she arrived at the house where the light was on, she saw the window 
was closed. She walked up to it and quietly peeked in.

Through the window she saw a teal colored blob, with long pointy fingers
and pointy teeth. The monster looked scary, but also seemed like it was 
scared of something.

Even though Emma was a little frightened of this new and peculiar place,
she was also convinced that this was all a dream. Since she didn’t think 
any of this was real, she decided to try and talk to the teal blob.

She knocked on the window to catch the monster’s attention. The 
monster instantly looked at her with big eyes as it clutched a little cat 
tightly in its arms.

I hope that poor cat can still breathe, Emma thought.

“Hello,” she said, and waved. “My name is Insomni, but you can call me 
Emma. Will you open the window please? You are the only one who is 
awake.”

The teal blob looked even more scared than before, and cowered under 
the blanket with the cat. The cat however, broke free from the monster’s 
grasp and crawled out from under the blanket.  Then it jumped up and 
sat on the window still, staring curiously at Emma.

“Luna, come here,” the teal blob whispered from under the blanket. 
“That scary night monster will eat you!”

Luna the cat didn’t even turn her head, and kept staring at the strange 
newbie outside of her window.

Emma thought, Scary night monster? She turned around to make sure 
there was no scary night monster behind her. Maybe those strange 
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creatures I encountered before are the night monsters. I’ve got to make 
sure to steer clear of those, she decided.

Quickly Emma flew away to find a safe spot to hide, hoping she would 
soon wake up from this very strange dream.

After flying around for a little while she saw lots of trees. All these 
adventures and flying around has made me sleepy, she thought. This 
looks like a good place to hide and take a nap. Hopefully I’ll wake up in 
my own bed in the morning. Still convinced she was dreaming, Emma 
swooped down to the ground, curled up on the soft grass, and instantly 
fell fast asleep.

A few hours later, it was morning. Something soft bumped her forehead 
and woke her up. She opened her eyes and caught a glimpse of one of the
cats from the night before as it darted off into the woods.

Oh wow, I’m still here, Emma thought. I wasn’t dreaming after all. I 
hope this place is less scary during the day than it is at night.

As she started to get up, she heard talking. She knelt down and peeped 
through the tall grass. She saw the large, green furry monster and the 
teal blob from the night before. They were standing on the path in front 
of a giant orange building that looked like a cat.

“D! I’m so happy to run into you. You won’t believe what happened last 
night! I was so scared!” The teal blob said to the large, green monster, 
who evidently was named D.

“Good morning, Annie. I had a strange night too. I had the weirdest 
dream.” D said to the teal blob, who’s name apparently was Annie.

“I saw a night monster outside of my window! It was dressed all in yellow
and had huge wings. Luna was there to protect me and she ran it off, but 
it was so scary. I didn’t sleep at all last night,” Annie said.

“Hmmm, are you sure you were awake Annie? That sounds a lot like my 
dream,” D said. “I saw something similar and I thought it was a ghost. 
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Then I thought I was dreaming. We even stared at each other for a while,
but then it disappeared.”

“The night monster visited you too, D? Oh no! It must be out to get us! 
We can never go to sleep again!” Annie cried. Her thoughts were 
spiraling because her anxiety often made her think of worst case 
scenarios.

“Deep breaths Annie, we need a clear mind if we want to solve this 
mystery.” D reminded her.

Annie took deep breaths while murmuring, “I see 5 trees, I hear 3 birds, I
smell flowers and cat food…” She was doing one of the exercises she used
to calm down.

Emma was still hiding in the tall grass. These monsters don’t seem scary
at all, she thought. They seem to be scared of some monster they saw 
last night wearing yellow with big wings. Wait a second, are they 
talking about me? 

Emma decided to go to them to say hello, and ask if they were talking 
about her. She didn’t want anyone to be afraid of her. 

She stood up and walked out of the tall grass. As soon as she stepped 
onto the path, Annie immediately saw her. Annie’s eyes widened, and 
she screamed, “Ahh, it found us! That’s the night monster, RUN!”

D turned around, in total shock that his dream ghost was standing right 
behind him. He squeaked out, “Yikes!” And he and Annie took off 
running fast in opposite directions.

Emma was left, standing by herself on the path, shocked at their 
reactions to her. She felt sad and more alone than she ever had in her 
entire life.

I don’t like it here at all. I just wanted to find some friends. They don’t 
like me here, so I'm going back home.  She thought
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She stretched her big wings and flew up into the air, with tears in her 
eyes. All she wanted to do was make some new friends so she wouldn’t be
so lonely.

Suddenly she heard something that sounded like a struggle, coming from
down below.

She wiped the tears from her eyes, so she could see clearly again. She 
looked down and saw a dirt road. There was a purple monster trying to 
fight off three small creatures.

One of them was flying around, throwing rocks, shouting insults while 
the other two were running in circles around the purple monster. She 
recognized the little, red winged creature as the menace that flew into 
her the night before.

Immediately she swooped down, whacked away the red creature with 
one wing, while blocking the other two creatures from running in circles 
with the other. She looked over and spotted a fourth creature a little 
further away. Emma looked at it angrily, and the creature put it’s hand in
front of its eyes and murmured “Nononononono!” It was the same slimy 
thing that touched her and caused her to fall from the window the 
previous night. 

“What’s going on here?” She loudly said, hoping to chase the malicious 
creatures away. Then she looked at the purple monster and softly said, 
“you’re okay, I’m here to help.”

The purple monster looked relieved for a second, but then suddenly 
shouted, “Watch out!”

Emma looked up just as the red creature swooped down, buzzing so fast 
past her face she stumbled backwards and nearly fell down.

“Take that you garbage face!” The little red creep shrieked as it flew 
higher up. It was clutching a bag in its tiny claw. “Maymay, Mimi, 
NOW!” It shouted, and then tore the bag open, dumping its contents. 
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Wet, stinky garbage rained down on top of Emma and the purple 
monster. 

“Gross, it’s trash!”  The purple monster shouted as she pulled an old 
banana peel off her head and threw it on the ground.  “Alright, now I’m 
really mad!” She growled.

Two of the little creatures, apparently named Maymay and Mimi, began 
picking up the smelly garbage and throwing it at Emma.  A wet, sticky 
blob of something hit her in the head and oozed down her long, black 
hair.  

What the...ewww! Are they really throwing trash at us?” She thought. 
“This is the most bizarre place I have ever seen.”

The purple monster charged toward Maymay and Mimi and yelled, “You 
Cheeky Demons are going to be sorry now!  I know martial arts, Hi-Ya!” 
She chopped through the air with her little purple hands, and then knelt 
down and karate chopped the slimy purple creature. It tumbled into the 
grass and slithered off shrieking, “Nononono!”

“Gotcha! Who’s next?” The purple monster shouted.

The two remaining demons ran in different directions.

“Come here, you!” The purple monster yelled as she went after the 
creature with the horn. She waved her hands in the air and again yelled, 
“Hi-Ya!” She made no contact with the little demon.

Emma was watching the purple monster and quickly ran her hands down
the front of her clothes to sweep off the garbage.  It was no use, she was a
mess.  But she copied what the purple monster was doing and went after 
the other demon. 

The demons continued to run around grabbing random pieces of trash 
and slinging it toward Emma and the purple monster while the red one 
taunted them from the air.  Emma and the purple monster continued to 
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throw their arms around yelling Hi-Ya, although never actually making 
contact with anything. All the fighting caused a big ruckus. 

Then all of a sudden the Cheeky Demons dropped the trash they were 
holding, darted off into the woods, and disappeared. 

“Haha! Did you see that?” The purple monster asked. “My super 
awesome karate moves scared them away! Yours did too!  Thanks for the
help, friend.” She karate chopped the air again and let out one more, “Hi-
Ya!”

Friend, Emma thought. She called me friend. I guess that means she 
isn’t afraid of me.  She smiled and said, “Hi, I’m Insomni, but you can 
call me Emma.”

Just then they both heard a voice say, “Hello Insomni. I see you’ve met 
Lupusaurus.”

“Nurse Wonderful!” The purple monster greeted. “What are you doing 
here?”

“I was on my way here to greet our new friend when I heard all the 
commotion.”  Nurse Wonderful said.

“Did you see my sweet moves?” Lupe asked, kneeling down and posing 
her arms in a karate chop. “We scared those Cheeky Demons so bad they 
ran away!”

Nurse Wonderful knew that the Cheeky Demons could sense when she 
was coming near and that was what caused them to flee, but she let Lupe 
think it was their win.  “You both were amazing,” she said with a smile.  

Emma looked back and forth between the purple monster and the nurse. 
She was more confused than ever about what was going on and thought 
to herself, this is the strangest dream I have ever had!  Finally she 
asked, “What is this place? And what were those things? Creaky Demons 
I think you called them. I’ve never seen anything like them before.”
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Lupe chuckled and said, “This is Chargieville, and those were Cheeky 
Demons. They are dumb little troublemakers that bother all us 
Chargimals sometimes.”

“What’s a Chargimal?”  Emma asked.  She was more curious than ever to
learn about this new place, and her new friend. 

Lupe explained that all the monsters who live in Chargieville are called 
Chargimals and they all live with different physical or mental health 
conditions or specific symptoms. She told Emma that she lives with 
Lupus, which causes her a lot of problems like fatigue, sun and heat 
tolerance, and a blotchy red rash. Emma listened carefully, but was still a
little confused.  

Emma looked at Nurse Wonderful and asked, “What condition do you 
have?”

“Oh she doesn’t have a condition.” Lupe answered. “She’s Nurse 
Wonderful and she’s a Normbert.  Normberts live here too, but they are 
healthy and don’t really understand what it’s like for us Chargimals.  
Except for Nurse Wonderful that is.  She is different.  She’s special.”

Emma was taking in all the information, but was having trouble 
processing it all. “So I’m not dreaming all of this?” She finally asked.

“No, you are not dreaming,” Nurse Wonderful said.  “You were meant to 
be right here, right now in Chargieville.”

“But I’m not a Chargimal or a Normbert. I don’t think I belong here.” 
Emma said. “Some of the Chargimals I already encountered think I’m a 
night monster and they really don’t like me.  And I bet everyone else 
sleeps all night. If I stay here I probably wouldn’t have any friends and 
I’ll be lonely here, just like I am in the castle where I live.”

“Don’t you see? You are a Chargimal, Insomni.”  Nurse Wonderful 
explained. “You live with Insomnia, which causes you to have trouble 
sleeping. Lupusaurus isn’t able to go out during the day very much 
because the sun can cause her to get a rash, so you both are up a lot 
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during the night. Don’t you see, all this was planned. And just like all the 
other Chargimals, you Insomni, belong here in Chargieville.” She smiled 
warmly. “And there is a very special purpose for you here,” she added, 
with a purple twinkle in her eye.

Emma looked at Lupe and quietly asked, “Did you see that? That twinkle 
in her eye?”

“Yeah, she does that a lot,” Lupe responded with a grin.

“Do I really belong here?” Emma asked Nurse Wonderful, her eyes wide 
with wonder. 

“Yes you do. And there is already a place for you to live. Do you want to 
see it?” Nurse Wonderful asked.  

“Yes!” Emma and Lupe both shouted at the same time.

“Hold hands and close your eyes.” Nurse Wonderful instructed. The two 
did as they were told, and the magical nurse snapped her fingers. 
When they opened their eyes again, the three of them were standing 
beside a cute little cabin near Lake Magic, just outside of Chargieville, 
and Emma and Lupe weren’t covered in trash anymore.

Emma looked around at the bright blue, shimmering lake, the tall green 
trees of the surrounding woods, and the rustic wooden cabin nestled in 
between.  She couldn’t believe how beautiful it all was. I would love to 
stretch my wings and fly over this place all the time, she thought. 

“We need you to be the guardian of Lake Magic,” Nurse Wonderful 
announced.  Lupusaurs, Anxieton and Depressosaur will help you with 
anything you need.

Just then Annie and D walked out of the cabin and joined the others. 

“Hi, I’m Depressosaur, but you can just call me D. And this is Anxieton. 
She goes by Annie.” 
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“I’m sorry I called you a night monster,” Annie said shyly. “Please don’t 
be mad at me. I didn’t know who you were and I got anxious.” 

“Nurse Wonderful contacted us earlier and told us all about you.  We 
can’t wait to get to know you and tell you all about Chargieville.” D said. 

Emma sweetly looked at Annie, “That’s okay. I didn’t mean to scare you.”

“You’re going to love my therapy cat, Luna.” Annie began.

“Not now, Annie,” D said, giving her a quick nudge. “So what do you 
think, Emma?”

“I don’t understand everything completely yet, but I know yesterday I 
didn’t have any friends and I was super lonely. But today I have four new
friends, a beautiful place to live that isn’t a cold, drafty castle, and I get to
be the guardian of this really cool lake -  whatever that is. Are you sure 
I’m not dreaming?” She looked at Nurse Wonderful for confirmation.

“You aren’t dreaming, Insomni. And you are right where you belong.” 
She smiled and her eyes twinkled purple again. 

Emma couldn’t wait to find out what other exciting things would happen 
in her new home in Chargieville.  Her and her new friends all sat down in
the soft grass beside the lake where they told her all about themselves 
and everyone else in Chargieville. Emma realized Nurse Wonderful was 
right, she was right where she belonged, and she never had to feel lonely 
again.
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Welcome to Chargieville

Hi  there,  welcome  to  Chargieville,  home  of  the  Chargimals,  the

Normberts, and the cheeky demons.

Chargimals are cute monsters who each live with a physical or mental

health condition, or general symptom like fatigue and brain fog. 

The Chargimals have adventures together, with caution, because the are

low on energy on most days. Their health challenges don’t  hold them

back though! For every problem they find a solution.

The Normberts also live in Chargieville.  They are the normal,  healthy

people who just don't get what it's like to live with physical or mental

health conditions.  Some of them are very nice and caring, others not so

much.

Then there are the  cheeky demons.  They are just  so cheeky and ruin

everything! Somehow they find a way to derail every single adventure.

These menaces are always out looking for trouble and they are so small

that they can easily hide.

Inside Chargieville you will find Battery Square where all the benches are

charging  stations  to  help  everyone  charge  up  when  their  energy  is

running low.  Battery Square is also full of fun shops like Yummie Treats,

the health food store  (they also sell  sweets),  Trinket,  Inc.,  the variety

store, and Chargemart for everything else.  
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Immunoversity is where everyone goes to school, it's located at Joy Plaza

where there are plenty of fun things to do around there.  You can find

The  Delish  Dish,  the  Chargimals  favorite  diner,  Sweets  Bakery,

specializing in those with Gluten intolerance and allergen specific needs,

The Viewing arcade and movie theater, and Golf-N-Stuff, where all they

all go to play miniature golf.  The Mystery Room is also available for fun

events  like  yoga  classes,  parties,  and even adoption  fairs  held  by the

therapy animal store, Kuddle Kingdom. 

Health Care Plaza is Chargievilles medical center where both Chargimals

and Normberts go for all their healthcare needs. Dr. Gruff is the main

doctor and he does his name proud, cause he is always gruffy (grumpy)

and has something to complain about. Canes & Things mobility aid store

is  conveniently  placed  right  next  door,  but  The  Medicine  Cabinet

pharmacy, where Katya the pharmacist works, is inconveniently located

all the way across town.  

The inhabitants of Chargieville live in the Neigborhood, which is just a

short walk from the centre of town. Behind the Neighborhood lies Lake

Magic, where magical things happen...
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Meet The Chargimals
Hi I'm Insomni,  but you can call  me Emma. During the
night I'm usually awake, because I have insomnia. When I
can't sleep I like to fly around to discover new places and
look  for  others  who  are  awake.  Sometimes  I'm  lucky,
sometimes I'm not.

Because I sleep so little I'm always tired, but at the same
time I'm full of energy. It's a little weird. When I finally fall
asleep it's during the early morning for just a few hours.

But then it's time to wake up and start the day.

Hello,  I'm  Anxieton  the  Anxiety  monster.  You  may
call me Annie, but only if you want to.  I like the color
teal  the  best.   Sometimes I  freak out  over  nothing.
But it  could be something,  so I stay awake at night
thinking about worst  case scenarios and silly things
that don't matter.  But they could matter.  I get really
nervous around other people so I got a therapy cat her
name  is  Luna,  cuddling  and  petting  her  calms  me
down..  

Hi.   My  name  is  Depresosaur,  but  I  always  just  go  by  D.
Bright lime green is my favorite color.  You know, I suffer with
Depression, but honestly it's really more than just feeling sad.
Everyone  is  different,  but  for  me  it's  hopelessness,  loss  of
interest in things I actually like to do, and an overwhelming
feeling of emptiness.  Not everyone understands depression,
but I want to tell you that it's okay to not be okay. 

Hi!  My name is Lupusaurus, and I go by Lupe.  I'm the
Lupus  monster.   Purple  is  my  favorite  color  and  Tick,
Annie, and Missy are my best friends.  I don't go out very
much on sunny days and sometimes I get a butterfly rash.

Not everyone with Lupus gets that though.  
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Meet the Normberts

Hello lovely, I’m nurse Wonderful the nurse at Health
care  plaza.  Everybody  sees  me  before  they  see  the
doctor.  I  always  make  sure  everyone  feels  at  ease,
going to the hospital is no fun. Dr. Gruff can be rude
and insensitive at times, that’s when I try to step in
and make sure the patient feels at ease, and that we
are doing what’s best for them.
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Meet the cheeky demons

Hi, my name is Nono. Lots of things are scary for me, well
actually  almost  everything  is  scary  for  me.  When  I  get
really  scared,  I  hold  my  hands  before  my  eyes.  I  don’t
know why, but it helps me a little bit. When I’m scared I
can only say no no no (which is almost always). I’m one of
the cheeky demons. Maymay is my best friend because he
is  just  so  sweet.  He  always  helps  me  when  I’m  really

scared.

Hi, my name is Maymay. I’m not sure what to say, I’m
not so interesting. Usually I spend most of my time with
Nono,  cause  she  is  scared a  lot.  We do  stuff  together.
What else? Oh yeah, I’m the cheeky demon of insecurity.
That was it I guess, there’s not so much to say about me.
Talking about myself makes me feel so self conscious. 

It’s just so unfair, everyone always has better stuff than me,
gets more attention, and nobody ever likes me best. Ugh!
I’m Mimi by the way, not that you care.  You don’t  need
more  friends.  I  already  know  that.  You’ve  got  amazing
friends, all better than me. At least Rara sort of likes me,

although he is always so angry.

Raaaaaaa!  My name is  Rara,  I’m the  cheeky demon of
anger.
I love doing cheeky things with my gang. Mimi isn’t too
bad, but Maymay and Nono suck. They can’t ever do stuff
the right way. And that makes me so ANGRY.

Chargieville is the most positive, happy feel good, TERRIBLE place there
is. It’s time for these Chargimals to get a taste of reality. Not everything
is  great,  not  everything  can  be  overcome,  and  not  everyone  can  be
friends. YUK!
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